Notes from the Chair

Virginia Rolett, Librarian
Project Cork

It was wonderful to welcome so many old and new friends at the SALIS meeting here in Hanover in October. New England fall weather is always unpredictable but the weatherman was one of many stars of the week with a spectacular Indian Summer. It was the help of numerous members that made the meeting stimulating, interesting and enjoyable. Special thanks to Margy Chan, Dorthea Dilsio, Andrea Mitchell, Leonore Burts, Joan Frederickson, Patricia MacNeil-Maxwell, Penny Page, Karen Roe, Mary Scheide, Linda Scott, Nancy Sutherland, and Gail Weinberg. In addition several members helped in planning and then were unable to come and enjoy the fruit of their efforts. Highlights of the meeting included workshops on Reference Sources, and Public Images of Information Services, a full day of hands-on database searching and a film festival. We hope to see you all next October in Canada (Calgary or Barff) where we will be hosted by the Canadian Special Interest Group with plans for a symposium.

I am pleased to be able to continue as SALIS Chair and am looking forward to another enjoyable year with the continuation of the same board of energetic colleagues.

1987 Dues Reminder

Remember to keep current with your membership by sending in your check for $25.00 to the membership chair, Nancy Sutherland. There will be a fourth edition of the SALIS Directory in 1987 which will be mailed immediately upon publication to all contributing members. Membership also includes a subscription to the quarterly SALIS News, regular mailings from the National Clearinghouse for Alcohol Information, interlibrary borrowing privileges from some SALIS libraries, and correspondence and communications from the chair as needed. Names of all 1987 members will be listed in the forthcoming SALIS News, Vol. 6, No. 4, Winter 86/87. Be sure and make the list.

Nancy Sutherland
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Institute Library
3937 15th Avenue N.E.
Seattle, WA 98105
(206) 343-0937

NCA Invites SALIS

Cleveland anyone?
The National Council on Alcoholism has invited SALIS to join them in Cleveland at the National Alcoholism Forum, April 22 - 27, 1987. The theme is "Alcohol and Sports." A room will be provided for SALIS members to hold a mid-year meeting should enough members be present.

Any SALIS members who are planning to attend the Forum should write or call Virginia Rolett or Andrea Mitchell. At least two SALIS representatives are needed to host a "Get to Know SALIS Librarians" function currently being planned for this meeting.

Conference Highlights 1986

Hanover, NH was crisp and glorious for the three days of SALIS meetings, training and comraderie. Many new faces and an agenda which kept us going from 9am to 10pm the first two days, 8:30 to 12:00 on Friday. As always, it still wasn't enough time to talk to one's colleagues about all there is to exchange. A reception on Tuesday evening in the beautiful Hanover Inn helped everyone to get acquainted.

Wednesday morning began with a presentation by Nancy Sutherland and Andrea Mitchell on "Manual Alcohol Reference Sources for Research and Information." A bibliography accompanied this workshop and is available from either Nancy or Andrea.
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The afternoon session began with a welcome from Jean Kinney, Director of the Project Cork Institute and moved on to "An Overview of the NCALI Library, Database and Reference Services" by Leonore Burts which included the following information:
- 5000-8000 requests for information per month received by NCALI
- 3-10% of these require research
- more than 200 subject codes to access information via the database
- over 500 titles in the NCALI inventory
- the following files have been created: Serials file; NTIS Data File (over 30 citations -- printed version every 6 months); GPO Data File.
- With the new collection development policy focused more on social science materials, 380 items are added to the database each month.

Additionally, Leonore reported that DIALOG had agreed to mount the NCALI database with no cost to NCALI. NCALI agreed to waive any royalties. Costs for access are still being negotiated.

Karen Roe presented the results of trying to put together a bibliography on "Dual Disabilities" by accessing several different discipline databases. Contact Karen for the bibliography.

"Acquisitions for a Substance Abuse Collection" was the topic of Joan Frederiksen's informative presentation, followed by Penny Page's "Planning a Publication Project", a behind the scenes look at what it takes to put together an annotated bibliography and get it published. (Penny's recent publication Alcohol Use and Alcoholism: A Guide to the Literature was the "project" background). Linda Scott ended the afternoon session with a presentation on the AADAC (Canada) Online Catalog project, using the SPIRES integrated system.

"Alcohol in Art", a slide presentation by Professor of Art at Dartmouth, Robert McGrath, followed dinner that evening. Works from the Greeks to the modern era, i.e. Claes Oldenburg's "Symbolic Self Portrait" gave an expansive history of alcohol's representation in art. (The names of materials shown are available as a handout from NCALI Chair, Virginia Roletti). Concomitant film showings and hands-on BRS- Colleague and Cork Online training sessions filled the second day, followed by a warm and hospitable dinner for all at the Roletti's home that evening.

Friday continued with a three part "Public Images of Information Services" by Margy Chan, Mary Scheide and Gail Weinberg. Margy presented a video done by the ARF on the ARF library and information services, and told the group that non-staff use of the services has increased over 30% in the past couple of years. In an overview of the services of the Minnesota Prevention Resource Center, Mary Scheide also indicated that the increase in demand for services had challenged them to think of new ways to meet the needs. Gail Weinberg gave an update and description of the Drug Info Database as it is now operating.

In all, this conference was a myriad of new database information, problems encountered with the increasing awareness of substance abuse in society, how to respond to the information needs, where to find the information, and what we as an association and network have been able to realize and accomplish these past eight years of our growth and development. New plans and projects were developed in the Business Meetings to be discussed elsewhere in this issue.

Anti-Drug Legislation:
A Plea to All SALIS Members

By now, most of you have probably read about the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986. (See Alcoholism Report October 31, 1986 and Drug Abuse Report Special Supplement October 22, 1986). One part of this legislation is a possible 10 steps back for SALIS efforts over the past three years to make the NCALI database publicly available through a commercial vendor. This legislation repeals the NIAAA's National Clearinghouse for Alcohol Information and NIDA's National Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse Information. What does this mean? The National Clearinghouse for Alcohol Information is soon to be defunct. The plan according to the new act is to combine the two clearinghouses under the newly created OSAP -- Office of Substance Abuse Prevention -- which would be under the jurisdiction of the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration (ADAMHA). In other words -- another step up in the bureaucracy and what about the alcohol database? Will the new joint clearinghouse have a combined alcohol and drug database? And will the alcohol database be held back from its public distribution until drug titles have been added?

Please write letters to comment to NIAAA Director
Enoch Gordis
NIAAA
Room 16-105
Parklawn Building
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, MD 20857
or
Donald Ian MacDonald, Director
ADAMHA
Room 12-104
Parklawn Building
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, MD 20857

What we need to stress is our belief in the strengths and value of the alcohol database -- and the necessity of its continued update with new citations indexed and abstracted, for public access via one of the major commercial vendors -- i.e. DIALOG, Now!

SALIS Member Updates

Elsewhere in this issue 86 member updates and SALIS Executive Board members have been listed. The next issue of SALIS News will contain the membership list for 1987. It's time to renew your membership!

News About SALIS Members

Carol Jelich, Librarian for the National Clearinghouse for Alcohol Information, has left the NCALI. This is an unfortunate loss to SALIS as Carol was a very active and supportive member. Jory Barone, Research Manager and Head of Reference Services has also recently left the NCALI, and although not an official SALIS member, was very responsive to SALIS needs and recommendations.
SALIS Business Meeting

All SALIS members will be receiving copies of the minutes of the annual SALIS business meeting conducted at the conference in Hanover, along with a new position description of the SALIS executive board: Chair, Vice-Chair, Secretary, Treasurer, and SALIS News Editor.

Briefly, the SALIS business meeting concerned the following:

-- proposal to provide funding of $100.00 for travel to annual SALIS business meeting for Executive Board members whose employers are unable to provide travel funds was approved.

-- SALIS officers for 1986 re-slated for 1987 were approved by members to continue for the 1987 year. See SALIS Member Updates for the addresses and phone numbers of the Executive Board.

-- A position description of the executive as noted above was circulated and approved. Anyone who is not a SALIS member but would like to receive a copy should write to SALIS Chair, Virginia Rolett.

-- A major change to note in the position responsibilities is that Nancy Sutherland, Secretary and Membership Chair, will now answer membership inquiries and receive all applications and dues for membership.

-- New attempts are being made to attract more subscriptions to the SALIS News. A description and sample copy were recently sent to the NLM regional library newsletter editors asking them to publish the description with an offer for a sample issue in the NLM regional newsletters.

-- A fourth edition of the SALIS Directory is currently being planned. Questionnaires will be sent in early 1987. Anyone who is now a SALIS member or has been in the directory previously will be receiving the questionnaire. If you know of a special library or clearinghouse that should be included in the Directory, please contact Andrea Mitchell, Directory compiler and editor. Any suggestions for new information to be collected and included in the directory are welcome and greatly appreciated. This directory is aimed at SALIS members and others interested in the substance abuse field to provide reference to where substance abuse information is located.

It will include libraries, clearinghouses, and other specialized resource centers whose main topic is substance use and abuse. Additionally, there will be a directory listing of other substance abuse constituent organizations: associations, foundations, self-help groups including name, address, and phone.

-- The 1987 SALIS Conference will be hosted by the Canadian Special Interest Group who will organize a symposium on a special topic. More information on this program and the location for the meeting will be forthcoming.

-- SALIS received an invitation from the National Council on Alcoholism to meet during NCA's annual meeting in Cleveland, April 1987. (See "NCA Invites SALIS," elsewhere in this issue).

-- The major implications from the Anti-Drug Legislation concerning the repeal of the National Clearinghouse for Alcohol Information and the National Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse Information was discussed. A proposal that SALIS make known to the new NIAAA Director, Enoch Gordis, its concern for the NCALI database and the needs of research and other professionals and the public for substance abuse information was approved. Since the conference, correspondence to Enoch Gordis, NIAAA and Donald MacDonald, Director of Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration, were sent from SALIS Chair Virginia Rolett. Any SALIS member, who would like to receive a copy of these communications should contact Virginia Rolett. SALIS members are urged to write letters on behalf of SALIS or as individuals to make known the needs for substance abuse information and the importance of a database that is topic focused i.e. alcohol, irrespective of discipline.

-- A Union List of Serials for SALIS member libraries was readdressed. Karen Roe, SALIS Treasurer, needs volunteers for a committee to work on the possibility of creating this reference work. Please contact Karen if you would like to work on this project, or even if you just want to stress its utility.

New Data Center on Smoking and Health

Soon to be announced is the establishment of a national data center on smoking and health which will provide direct access to a number of national data sets, primarily survey data collected over the past several years, not yet analyzed or published. For more information contact the U.S. Office on Smoking and Health.

New from NIDA

National Institute on Drug Abuse. 1985 Household Survey on Drug Abuse. Forthcoming. "Highlights" and an "Overview of the 1985 National Household Survey" along with several trend tables on prevalence, current use, etc. are available from the 1985 survey. Contact: Leona Ferguson NCDAI (301) 443-6637

New from NCALI


Alcohol Resources: Directory:
MS330 Self-Help Groups for Professionals and Special Populations. August 1986
MS333 Alcohol Related Periodicals. October 1986

Alcohol Topics: Fact Sheet:
MS332 Drinking Patterns and Problems among Women: Results from a 1981 Survey. March 1986
Periodical News

**Professional Counselor** magazine is another new periodical aimed at the treatment service provider. Premier issue was July/August 1986, and included an article on a U.S. group taking the AA message to the Soviet Union. Bi-monthly.

**Professional Counselor**
A/D Communications Corporation
13854 N.E. 12th / Suite 101
Bellevue, WA 98005
(206) 663-3966
Price: 1 year: $18.00; 2 years: $33.00

Produced by the University of California — San Diego Extension Program on Alcohol Issues, **Prevention File** launched its premier issue Fall 86. Contents included an article on server intervention making an impact at a San Diego nitespot, an interview with the local alcohol control director, a description of how a group of clergy have intervened to prevent alcohol problems, plus updates on legislation and policy concerned with the prevention of alcohol problems.

Prevention professionals will want to read this cover to cover. It gives a full picture of what one community can do and is doing to tackle its alcohol problems. Write to:
**Prevention File**
Program on Alcohol Issues
UCSD Extension X-001
La Jolla, CA 92037

**The National Report on Substance Abuse** will publish its first issue, Vol. 1, No. 1, December 10, 1986. NRSA is researched, written, edited and published by Buraff Publications, a subsidiary of Bureau of National Affairs. A biweekly, its audience according to the publisher’s announcement, will be "employers, attorneys, school administrators — anyone who must make decisions or policies involving drug and alcohol abuse in their organization... As a subscriber — for a nominal fee you can get photocopies and full text of legislation, regulation, court decisions, complaints, briefs, and other background documents reported on in this bi-weekly newsletter."

The price on this is $197.00/ for 26 issues/year.
Call (202) 432-7889 to order your subscription or request a sample issue. Address:
National Report on Substance Abuse
2445 M Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037

**NPN Network News** is the official newsletter of the National Prevention Network, an organization of state Drug and Alcohol Abuse prevention Directors in affiliation with the National Association of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors. To be issued 10 times a year, with material on national, state and local prevention initiatives, summary research findings, legislation, programs, funding opportunities and new publications.

NPN
444 North Capitol Street, NW Suite 530
Washington, DC 20001
(202) 783-6868
Editor: Christopher L. Faegre
Price: $25.00/year

Alcohol — Problems and Treatment was the major focus of **The Journal of the American Medical Association** (JAMA) Vol. 256, No. 11, September 19,
1986. Original articles include "Disulfiram Treatment of Alcoholism," "Alcoholism Treatment and Total Health Care Utilization and Costs," and "The Potentiating Effects of Alcohol on Driver Injury." Other contributions to note: "Women and Alcohol," "Alcohol and Immune Defense," and a Board of Trustees Report on "Alcohol Advertising, Counteradvertising and Depiction in the Public Media." Single copies can be purchased for $5.00, add $1.00 for first class.

AMA
335 N. Dearborn St.
Chicago, IL 60610

Advance Data from Vital and Health Statistics. No. 118, June 30, 1986 was entitled "Trends in Smoking, Alcohol Consumption and Other Health practices among US Adults, 1977 and 1983."

British Journal of Addiction is becoming a monthly beginning 1987.

What's New in Reference Sources
Andrea Mitchell, Information Specialist
Alcohol Research Group

CONCORDANCE

Available from:
Recovery Press
PO Box 2345
Rockville, MD 20852

Seattle, WA: ALCOM. 1005 N.E. 72nd, Seattle, WA 98115

LAW/POLICY SOURCES


Related to this education-training pursuit, one might want to know which colleges and universities offer courses or degree programs in the area of alcohol and drugs. Besides checking the course catalogs of individual schools, do any of you have a reference source to be listed? Please send them to me and I will print them in the next issue.

-- The July/August issue of EAP Digest pp. 49 - 53 had an EAP guide to U.S. colleges and universities offering courses or degree programs in the employee assistance field.

DIRECTORIES


Arranged by broad subject category: 1) Alcohol in the Community; 2) Detection, Prevalence and Varieties of Misuse, and 3) Prevention and Treatment of Alcohol Problems, this directory lists more than 400 research projects current in 1985 - 86 in the United Kingdom. Entries include project title, research summary, names of principal researchers, names of department or institutions, source of financial support and starting and completion dates. Funding, institution, name and subject indexes (the latter quite detailed for this type of register) provided. Order from:

Brewers Society
42 Portman Square
London W1H 0BB


Much information provided for the nearly 200 entries: Date of foundation, Type of activity (Treatment, Research & Education, Welfare Services or Grant Making); Drugs used by clients, Charity registration number, and a short descriptive summary written by the organization giving activities and future needs (staffing, funding, etc.). Three indexes: 1) by geographic location; 2) by type of activity and service offered; 3) by type of client, i.e. male, female, young people, users of illegal drugs, etc., make this an extremely useful directory. Available from:

Charities Aid Foundation
48 Pembury Road
Tonbridge, Kent TN9 2TD
Phone: (0732) 356323
£ 2.95

A Directory of Controlled Drinking Services is being compiled to include professionals and programs who offer treatment for problem drinkers with a goal of moderation. Anyone who has knowledge of an individual or program that provides this service should send name of professional, address, name of the program and phone number to:

William R. Miller, Ph.D.
Department of Psychology
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131
Forthcoming 1987
Price: Not yet set

STATISTICAL SOURCES


Doernberg, David, Frederick S. Stinson and Gerald Williams. Apparent per Capita Alcohol Consump-

"First in a series of periodic publications from AEDS, which present the latest available data on apparent alcohol consumption." Other surveillance reports are available or in preparation on the following subjects:

- No. 1 Alcohol-Related Fatal Traffic Accidents (available)
- No. 3 Cirrhosis Mortality (December 1986)
- No. 4 Alcohol-Related Hospital Discharges (January 1987)
- AEDS
- CSR, Incorporated

Suite 600
1400 Eye Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20005

NCA Fact Sheet


A third fact sheet from NCA with citations given for each statistic or research finding. (See SALIS News, Summer 86 for other titles). Available from:

NCA
12 West 21st Street
New York, NY 10010
(212) 206-6770
or: Contact your local office

Government Documents/
Fugitive Literature


Includes two excellent review articles on 1) Blacks and 2) Hispanics. To secure a copy of the report telephone:

Ms. Sally Roy
Inter-America Research Associates
Rosslyn, Virginia
(703) 522-0870


NCALI will distribute in early 1987.

For the Lay Public

Hammond, Robert L. Almost all you ever wanted to know* about alcohol
* but didn't know who to ask. Lansing, MI: Alcohol Research Information Service, 1986. 29 pp. 1

Hammond, Robert L. Almost all you ever wanted to know* about alcohol
* but didn't know who to ask. Lansing, MI: Alcohol Research Information Service, c1978, revised 1985. 62 pp. 2

Both of these publications are easily readable by a lay public, the first being written for such an audience, the second designed for a prevention program aimed at 7th through 12th graders. Note that the first title is "alcoholism" and the second "alcohol." The shorter document concerned with "alcoholism" gives a few of the leading statistics on alcohol-related problems and then uses a short question answer format to provide information on those basic questions such as who is "the typical alcoholic", "what is the cause of alcoholism?", "can alcoholism be inherited?", "how can you tell if you might be an alcoholic?". Using the "Jellinek Chart," the latter half of the booklet describes the symptoms of alcoholism through its three major phases. A final note concerns intervention, and how to help someone before they "hit bottom."

The larger format, longer document concerned with "alcohol" contains eleven chapters in its 62 pages. Each of these chapters focuses on a particular aspect of the alcohol story. There are many facts and figures, a little history, physiology and chemistry of alcohol in the human body, equivalency, patterns of consumption, drinking driving, taxation, expenditures, costs of the alcohol problem to society, and prevention. Cartoons and all, it is well worth having this document in your collection. For a general audience, it is a good summary overview of many of the topic areas surrounding alcohol's use and abuse and what to do about it. Order from:

Alcohol Research Information Service
1106 East Oak Park Avenue
Lansing, MI 48906
(517) 485-9900
Price: #1: $ .95
#2: $3.95

Film Evaluations

Following are more film evaluations from the Wisconsin Clearinghouse. As in Vol. 6, No. 2, Summer 1986, only those films/videos are included which are from years 85 or 86 and have at least "good" ratings as judged by the people at the Wisconsin Clearinghouse. If you would like to see the entire list with films from earlier years or those films judged average or below, write to:

Doug White
Wisconsin Clearinghouse
PO Box 1468
Madison, WI 53701
(608) 263-2797

Film Evaluations — November 1986

The Sound of Silence — A Claudia Black Film
1986 Medical Administration Co.
1850 High Street
Denver, CO 80218
(303) 321-2651

SUB: Alcohol Abuse, Sexual Abuse, Child Abuse, Domestic Violence
AUD: Adult therapy groups, Professionals in AODA and family violence
RATE: Excellent
Medical Aspects of Co-Dependency
1986  FMS Productions
PO Box 4428
Santa Barbara, CA  93140
(800) 421-4609
SUB: Alcohol Abuse, Other Drug Abuse, Treatment, Families
AUD: High School - Adult, Professionals in AODA and Health Care
RATE: Excellent

The Aids Movie
1986  New Day Films
22 Riverview Drive
Wayne, NJ  07470
SUB: AIDS information and prevention, including IV drug practices
AUD: High School, College, Young Adult
RATE: Very good

Twelve Steps: The Video
1986  Gerald T. Rogers Prod.
5225 Old Orchard Road
Sokie, IL  60077
(800) 227-9100
SUB: Addictions, Treatment, Self Help
AUD: Adult
RATE: Very Good

Drug-Free Kids: A Parent’s Guide
1986  Video Associates
3419 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA  90027
(800) 585-3443
SUB: Alcohol, Other Drugs, Primary Prevention
AUD: Adults
RATE: Very Good

Cocainet: The Power and the Story
1986 ACCESS
Box 30003
Indianapolis, IN  46230
(317) 347-8273
SUB: Treatment
AUD: High School - Adult, Professionals
RATE: Very Good

Open Secrets
1985 Elliott Film Co.
2653 Nicolet Ave.
Minneapolis, MN  55408
(800) 328-0417
SUB: Alcohol, Other Drugs, Families, Intervention
AUD: High School - Adult
RATE: Very Good

All the Kids Do It
1986  Pyramid Film & Video
Box 1043
Santa Monica, CA  90406
(800) 921-2304
SUB: Alcohol, DUI
AUD: High School, College
RATE: Good

Gifts and Exchange

REQUESTS
Alcohol Research Group
Andrea Mitchell
1816 Scenic Avenue
Berkeley, CA  94709

The following are needed.

American Journal of Drug and Alcohol Abuse
Vol. 1, Nos. 2, 3, 4  1974
Vol. 2, No. 1  1975
Vol. 3, No. 1, 2, 3, 4  1976
Vol. 7, No. 3/4  1980

GIVEAWAYS
Addiction Research Foundation
Louise Hamel
Addiction Research Foundation
33 Russell Street
Toronto, Ontario  M5S 2S1
Canada

This is a selected list; please contact ARF for the entire list if interested. When requesting items: please enclose mailing labels; requests will be shipped collect.

Drinking and Drug Practices Surveyor
No. 15

Drogmissbruk
Vol. 3, Nos. 2-3
Vol. 4, No. 2

Drug Information Bulletin
Vol. 2, No. 3

Drug Therapy
April  1979

Drugs and Society
Vol. 1, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4
Vol. 2, No. 3

EAP Digest
November/December  1983

The Globe
1-3  1982
v 82(3), 83(2), 83(4)

Journal of Alcohol and Drug Education
Vol. 23, No. 2

Journal of Studies on Alcohol
Vol. 38-43
Vol. 46, Nos. 1-4, 6
Vol. 47, Nos. 1-3
Notes: more than one copy is available of many issues

Labor Management Alcoholism Journal
Vol. 12, Nos. 1-5

Library and Information Science
#70-22

Online
Vol. 9, No. 5

Smoking and Health Bulletin

Street Pharmacologist
Vol. 4, Nos. 6, 8-11
Vol. 7, No. 12
SALIS Directory Updates

Please note the following additions and/or changes to the Associations, Foundations, Societies, Councils, Self Help Groups, Networks and Other Organizations Concerned about Substance Abuse section of the SALIS Directory 1984, pages 61 - 65 or to main entries. Information listed in bold is new. Please note that this list does not include previous updates. A cumulative list of all addresses/phone updates, name changes and new organizations added since the 1984 Directory is available. Write to Editor, SALIS Directory, 1816 Scenic Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94709.

ADD
Beverage Alcohol International Information Center
17 Cornwall Terrace
Regents Park
London NW1 4QP
United Kingdom

UPDATE
BACCHUS
Boost Alchol Consciousness Concerning the Health of University Students
National Headquarters
Gary Jensen, Chief Executive Officer
209 Eldon Street, Suite 108
Herndon, VA 22071
(703) 437-1880

ADD
BACCHUS
Boost Alchol Consciousness Concerning the Health of University Students
Chapter Services
Drew Hunter, Director
1325 South Colorado Blvd., Suite 504
Denver, CO 80222
(303) 692-8470

UPDATE -- Main Entry # 47
Drug Information Services
University of Minnesota
3-160 Health Sciences Center, Unit F
308 Harvard Street S.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55455
(612) 624-6492

UPDATE
ICAA -- International Council on Alcohol and the Addictions
Case postale 189
1001 Lausanne
Switzerland

ADD
Kettil Brun Society
American address:
Robin Room
Alcohol Research Group
1816 Scenic Avenue
Berekeley, CA 94709
USA

or
Kettil Brun Society
European address:
Jacek Moskalewicz
Psychoneurological Institute
Sobieskiego 1/9
02-957 Warszawa
Poland

UPDATE
Medical Council on Alcoholism
1 St. Andrew's Place
Regent's Park
London NW1 4LB
United Kingdom
01-478-4445

ADD
National Association for Marriage Enrichment (NAME)
Box 1362
Columbia, MO 65205
(912) 247-4222

UPDATE -- Main Entry # 54
North Shore Council on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Shetland Building
27 Congress Street
Salem, MA 01970
(617) 743-8890

ADD
single alcoholics/addicts seeking social independence (SASSI)
PO Box 23872
Milwaukee, WI 53223

UPDATE -- Main Entry # 75
South Carolina Commission on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
3700 Forest Drive
Columbia, SC 29204
(803) 734-9520
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Penny Page, Vice-Chair
Rutgers University
Center of Alcohol Studies
Smithers Hall
Busch Campus
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Nancy Sutherland
Secretary & Membership Chair
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Inst
33937 13th Avenue NE
Seattle, WA 98105
(206) 563-0937

Karen A. Roe, Treasurer
DePaul Rehabilitation Hospital
4143 South 13th Street
Milwaukee, WI 53221
(414) 281-4400 ext. 424
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Member Updates
New members are indicated by *

Richard Bickerton *
EAP Clearinghouse
ALMACA
1800 N. Kent Street
Suite 907
Arlington, VA 22209

Richard Burhenne *
Health Services-Alcohol
County of San Diego
3851 Rosecrans St.
San Diego, CA 92110

Clarice W. Church *
Cork Institute
Morehouse School of Medicine
720 Westview Drive S.W.
Atlanta, GA 30310

Jarmo Heinonen
Alco-Library and
Information Service
POB 350
SF-00101 Helsinki
Finland

Carol Jelich
NCALI Library
PO Box 2345
Rockville, MD 20852

Alexandra Lazerow *
Alcoholic Beverage Medical
Research Foundation
57 Turner Auditorium
720 Rutland Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21205

Thomas Perrin
Thomas Perrin Inc.
PO Box 190
Rutherford, NY 07070

Lucy Barry Robe *
American Medical Society on
Alcoholism and
Other Drug Dependencies
Editor, AMSAODD News
15 Ridge Road
Cold Spring Harbour, NY 11724

Patricia Santora *
Alcohol Information Services
Johns Hopkins University
School of Medicine
102 Medical School Ad Building
720 Rutland Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21205

Lisa Schleder *
Hazelden
1400 Park Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55404

Gwen Sedman
Alcoholism and Drug
Dependency Commission
675 Brunswick St.
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SALIS Membership/Subscription Form

/ / I am renewing my membership in SALIS (Substance Abuse Librarians and Information Specialists)
/ for the calendar year 1987. If you are renewing a membership but replacing someone else from
/ your organization, please indicate the name of the former member here _______________________________________________________________________/ /
/ I want to become a new member of SALIS (calendar year 1987) _______________________________________________________________________/ /
/ I would like to enter/renew my subscription to SALIS News. U.S., Canada, Mexico: $15.00/year;
/ others: $20.00/year. _______________________________________________________________________/ /
/ I would like to remain on the complimentary list (remember to give us your name as it appears on
/ the label). _______________________________________________________________________/ /
/ Check here if your organization is listed in the SALIS Directory ____________________________
MEMBERSHIP CATEGORY (Check one):
/ / Contributing Member ($25.00 per year) (Includes subscription to SALIS News and the SALIS Directory)
/ / Associate Member ($20.00 per year) -- members of ADDLS only (includes subscription to SALIS
News only).
/ / Please make checks payable to SALIS. Foreign payment should be in checks drawn on U.S. banks. Mail
renewal form and payment to:
Nancy Sutherland
SALIS Secretary & Membership Chair
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Institute
33937 13th Avenue N.E.
Seattle, WA 98105

Your Name ____________________________ Date ____________________________
Title: ____________________________ Phone ____________________________
Organization ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: ____________________________ State ________ Zip ____________________________